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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Figure S1:
Expressions and mutant phenotypes of genes identified in screen.
Figure S2:
Endogenous expression and mutant cross-sections of candidates identified from screen. Figure S3 : Mesoderm phenotypes when overexpressing or reducing additional HSPGs and CSPG. Table S1 : Ectopic expression of twenty-four genes conferred lethality. Figure S1. Expressions and mutant phenotypes of genes identified in screen.
In situ hybridization was performed using riboprobes against the indicated genes. Lateral views of whole mount embryos are positioned with anterior facing left and dorsal side facing up. Cross-sectioned stage 10 embryos were stained with α-Twist to mark mesoderm cells. For each indicated gene, endogenous expression was determined by in situ hybridization on whole mount yw embryos.
Deficiencies uncovering the gene were stained with anti-Twist and sectioned to ascertain if mesoderm migration was affected. Table S1 ). Gene ID  CG8095  CG5372  CG8084  CG4531  CG12086  CG15013  CG3722  CG32356  CG1106  CG32464  CG8434  CG7476  CG9342  CG2005  CG13194  CG5661  CG33950  CG6890  CG5528  CG9138  CG5993  CG10491  CG34056  CG9550  CG14226  CG10079  CG10497  CG4974  CG32146  CG10275 
